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THE LATE DECEASED
BANANAS HAS LEAD
AN EVENTFUL LIFE
CAREER AS MASCOT FULL OF
STARTLING INCIDENTS
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t notorious female on the Camthis last week. Queen Bananas
the bunch that have ruled here
ailment.
.* due to some unknown
probable that some royal Bruin
antd to the throne in the spring
1- that the imperial line of
may be continued.
VII was the gift of a Maine
- of New Hampshire, but she
•;(.11 her affections to Maine. She
at the University in a weak and
:Wattsl condition, and was kept at
. House for several days. Then
handed over to the tender care of
•hi•
NI:nkiiis who raised her from a cub.
t; ;his period of her royal career,
12,s; • 1;:onanas was rather kittenish and
..' • in tsithout the halting influence of
%,1 chain. She enjoyed swimming
•-itcr, but ii the truth is known she
iu Junkins bathtub much better.
I w proficient in opening unlocked
was able to get to the porcelain
.;:al
•1•,;•7-giver several times. On one of
-;• • t-ca.iiins she was in a temper and
the bathroom considerably. Her
it she passed enjoyably, sleeping
•tkof Mr. Junkins's shed.
must have been a suffragette
•• • -• ,--nd year she developed the uncharacteristic of man-hating.
•'mmii she lavished her affections
Jnnkins, whom she would obey
• •r-tently-for a royal personage.
oi the world was forced to be on
get caught as one man did. lie
-•; ,•• his car and got out to get some
In crossing by Bananas palace
••:•:;rd out for him and his life was
/(ontinued on Page Six)
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Captains Hackett And
Nangl'an Sign Bond To
Produce Champion Teams

714
••••••

recent animal meeting of the
Institute of Electrical Engi- paper was presented by Arthur E.
". of M. '02, entitled "Standard•,1: •
Voltage Ratings for A. C.
• 'Symm s and Equipment". This
timely subject along the lines of
/ation as urged by Secretary
Mr. Silver is one of the chief
-1 the Electric Bond and Share
located in New York City.
llege, Mr. Silver was a half
r and held the University ree1 (nein.
titer paper on "The Losses in
-ous Machines" by Messrs. La••,1 Calvert, acknowledgement was
I the work last summer of P. E.
a Senior in the department of
.1 Engineering.
Mr. Watson
summer with the Westinghouse
& Manufacturing Company on
; work with the above gentlemen.
-ilts showed very creditable effort
-t of Mr. Watson.
• same meeting, at which the
-1)' was represented by Dean Cloke
• iessur liarnows, the following
,tere in attendance: A. E. Silver
Mayo ex-1)9; H. H. Beverage
P. Sleeper '15; R. T. Pierce '15:
yer 15; Park Elliott '15; D. B.
!`t: R. N. Kendell '19.
of these men have become naprominent in their respective lines,
••illee. "The Beverage Antenna.
':
Method of Measuring Power'
Prootectiim Engineer-; are terms
• ard in the electrical industry.

INTRA-MURAL SEASON DRAWING
TO A CLOSE
FROSH FACE TOUGH WEEK
SI—

_ Girls Defeated Nassau Last Week

—

—

Plan is o Bolster Up Student Interest

lite tiraitite State yearlings outshone
the plebes in a rather unexciting game at
Durham last Saturday night. The frush
did not seem to be able to get started and
trailed their opponents all through the
game. The team is greatly weakened by
tlw loss of Dow, who was a victim of the
ineligibility bugaboo. Sylvester is a capable performer at the hub, but he does
not have the speed and dash of the bespectacled pivot. Limey Abbott did not
play his usual game. Mink Kent and Bill
Millington played good games altho the
latter has been ill and did not play the
full game. Donahue and Lesensaller
urinated at the kit guard berth, hut could
not sum Patch, who sifted through and
hooped the sphere seven times and then
passed to Donnelly who had good luck
in locating the ring. Kenyon is trying
• out a new combinati(in and the yearling
dribblers will probably be in better shape
when they face their next opponent.
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(Continued on l'age Five)

BOOKS ON MAINE'S
PAST REVIEWED
'TALES OF BOLIVAR'S CHILDREN"

Maine Engineers Are
Nationally Prominent
t "The Electrical Jour. cd an article by Donald F.
I.. (ii M. 23 on "Accessories
• _,• Induction Motors." This is
mprehensive article and gives
lnonnation on this phase of the
Mr. Alexander has made a rerecord since graduation and is
'iii nsible charge of large inductdesign for the Westinghouse
Manufacturing Company. One
.c.t products being an 8,000 H.p.
motor for the Ford Automobile

BASKET BALL SEASON
AT UNIVERSITY NOW
REACHES ITS HEIGHT

AND "HISTORY OF UNIVERSITY
OF MAINE" TELLS OF THE
MAINE OF OTHER
DAYS

FREDDY CAN
ALMOST SWIM!
Home Economics Girls
Believe Their Ward
Capable of
Anything

The above picture is not a movie contract picture, neither is it a Florida real
estate picture. It is merely a picture of
"Jiggs- Dressel having captains "Cocky"
Hackett and "Moose" Nanigian sign a bond
guaranteeing championship teams in baseball and football, respectively. Perhaps
this bond signing has something to do with
the recent discussion relative to abolishing
either baseball or basketball. Perhaps a
championship team in either baseball or
basketball might serve to bolster up the

waning student interest.
Freddie is learning to swnn! Yes, the
North Hall girls are proud to state that
the baby which the Mime Economic instructors secured for them to take care of
CALENDAR
has two teeth, is trying to talk, and is
Feb. 25 Student-Faculty-Alum!canting to swim in his bath tub.
Octin
girls
ni Banquet at Bangor House,
the
to
came
\Viten Freddie
was
and
:31)
pounds
thirteen
weightd
he
ober
Feb. 25 Basketball, Freshmen s s
what might be called just an uninteresting
baby. He is now ten months old, weighs
Feb. 2(i Finals of Inn-a-mural It(
twenty-four pounds and is far front unlay and Track and Field Event,
interesting. This gain in weight is due to
kept
26 Basketball, Freshmen •
Feb.
the vitamin diet which the girls have
Academy
Mattanawcook
him (in consisting of spinach, milk, cod
Girls' Varsity ss.
Basketball,
liver oil, orange juice and cream of wheat.
Posse Nissen
like other young men, Freddie likes the
Feb. 28, March 1 and 2 J. Stitt
1Vilson,, speaker, in chapel
company of the girls and often cries when
is
4 Dual Track and Field
He
Mar.
hint.
with
play
to
Jul one is around
Meet, Freshmen vs. Bridgton
not an ugly baby, however, and has given
5 Dual Track and Field
Mar.
the girls great amusement by trying to
Meet. Maine vs. Bates
imitate the facial expression of one of the
Mar. 5 Math Club Dance,
laughs.
Alumni I fall
she
instructoirs when
will
10, 11. and 12 Interscholas•
Mar.
Freddie
It won't be long now before
Basketball Tournament
tic
(outgrown
lw a big boy for he has already
Mar. 12 Basketball, Girls' N'arsilt
appearbaby clothes and now makes his
vs. Alumni
cap
ance in nimpers, m is eralls, coat and
Mar. 18 Intercollegiate Debate,
for
Maine vs. Colby
which the Junior llome Ec girls made
confident
Mar. 19 Basketball, Girls' Varsitt
him itt class. The girls are quite
ss. Conn. Aggies
learn to
that in it short time Freddie will
25 to April 5 Spring ReceMar.
the
to
forward
walk and they are In(ilting
Owe %Oen he does.

NOTED SPEAKER
TO BE HERE
J. Stitt Wilson Speaks in
Chapel Feb. 28 to
Marca 2nd
Mr. J. Stitt Wilson of Berkeley. California, is to speak in the chapel on the
mornings of February 28, March 1st and
2nd, and each afternoon while here. The
morning sessioms will come at 9:40, with
classes sluortened, and the afternoon gath
nines at 3:30. Each evening there will
be oix-n forums if enough interest is
aroused to hold them, and Mr. ‘Vilson
will lead the discussion on problems of
every day life.
J. Stitt Wilson is held througholut the
country as one of America's great thinkers and speakers. For twenty years he
has been a resident of Berkeley, California. and has for three years been mayor
of that city. During the World War lw
was a tremend,ous factor iii building public (opinion and stimulating b •yal cnoperation of the people of California. Mr. Wil mon has spent much of his time over other
parts of the nation and abroad lecturing
on so wial, industrial, international, and religious problems. His great interest in
these problems goes back to his student
days at Northwestern University, 25
years ago. There his broad and commanding view (if humanity made a lasting impression on Henry Wade Rogers, then
president of the University and on the
faculty of the school. Mr. Wilson has
twice resided in Great Britain and has
taken a prominent part in the affairs of
the British Labor Party. Ills prophetic
insight into Christian implications of vast
(Continued on Pew Sis)

"I listury of the University of Maine"
by lir. N. C. Fernald, is a book of interest
no those wishing to know something of
the history and gnowth of the University.
The author has traced its development
from the time of the dedication of Coburn
Hall in 1888 down to more recent addititins and expansion. The book is well
illustrated and the views of the young
campus arc extremely interesting, even
though it closely resembles sonic of the
farms which are seen across the river today. It is difficult to realize that the campus as it now appears did not always exist as such, and that the comparative
"luxury" which we now enjoy only came
alaait after years of struggle and courage.
The high points of the university's development under its various presidents, the
history and growth of the nutnerous fraternities, and the lives of the men for
%Isom the campus balls base been named,
are all recorded, and contribute much to a
true and full appreciation of the spirit of
Maine.
"Tales of Bolivar's Children," by Edward Everett Chase, is a collection of
tales by a Maine man, about Maine men,
and for Maine men. In it sonic of the
traditions of Maine-traditions of Bolivar's children-are handed down to Maine
men of the future.
And they are goxxl tales. You'll like
Mike Mahoney and his record in the twotwenty, the I/can-who-couldn't-add-fractions, and Mr. Spear's pig. Above all,
you will like Bolivar. Bolivar the Great.
Seldom, one of the men who discovered
hint and started hint on his "mascotial"
career, tells of his adventures and vicissitudes as Maine's beloved mascot.
Every Maine man should read "Tales
of Bolivar's Children." It's invaluable
for its olefinition of hazing if for no other
reasoon. It is not all hunP.rams. Some of
(Continued on Pegs Sis)
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RULES OF OWLS
REVISED TO DATE ORGANIZATIONS
ARE ARRANGED

Mame (attiptui ARCHERY MATCHES
Member of N.E.1.N.A.
Published Thursdays during the miliege
year by we studeuts 01 time University ei
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copy of the up to
The only
Below is printed
we saw this week was
all the sports in which a girl may
a
lite-headed
co-ed looking out the windo5
University, only three: date rulings of the Sophomore Owls in
part
in
the
take
Near
the
Canoe
and
Hike
to
"Where
.....__Edward M. Engel '2
at nothing.
'tennis, swinuning, and archery are open regard to freshman behavior:
C. of M.," this pamphlet contains direc* * * * * *
Ldit.r._....Elliott
W. Copeland
Managing
It., most after leaving school. Of these, Ciinduct:
and
a
trips,
tions for hikes and canoe
A. Mcwure
Associate
The Inn-a-Mural relays started thi,
Say "Hello" to the students and "Good large map of the university and the surarchery is one of the best and is the newDepartment Editors
est in the United States, especially in the Morning," or "How do you do" to fac- rounding country. The directions are week but all we can say at the preseLt
Swickert
time is that some of the anchor men forNe*s (Men) ----------------Otto A.
eastern colleges. It was introduced at the ulty members.
quite explicit and the number of miles, as
Bessie A. Mussy
New a ‘11•0iimili
Carry matches for the upper classn*n. well as the length of time required to take got to throw away their anchors befor,
__Matthew Williams
University of Maine in 1925 and is as yet
Stp...rts tMen)
--Ain, B. Adams 'do
Srl(a
Do not smoke on the campus.
the race.
minor sport. The poilits
Duluth, M. Steward 'A e..usidered only a
each trip, are given, with exact directions
* * • * *
lrehe U. Engel 'la ,,btained by taking part in this spurt are,
la..es
Leave ladies alone Aiways.
for the trip. Canoeing directions are ingym
front
or
to
for
girls
necessary
Do
not
take
omitted
in
those
I.
Last
week
was enlivened by several 1tt,
howeser,
Business Department
cluded to such places as: Chemo Pond, Orlit
for
which
100U
dances.
1.
SW
athletic
emblem,
exclusive
ice
%
tilt:
a
final
cream festivals on the caulDorm,
son Island, Birch Stream, Sunkhaze
You may take girls to house par- ,
, p.mns are necessary.
pus.
Stream, Pushaw Pond, Holbrook Pond,
Reporters
* * * * * *
ties and to program dances open
Matches have been arranged with four
Hope L. Craig ',01, Annette k.. Lane :27,
others. The exact condition of the
and
Mary L. Mahoney 'V, Litt-aid Hopkins Ai, eastern colleges, all of which consider
to freshmen.
The
studes
who run around the campus
current is stated. The mountain climbs
.5L.ilit Strli Icy ...V, A:1;.;Ic KobbinN
archery a major sport.
Do not attend Sophomore Hop or Jun- include the trails to the following places: with their mouths open must do so beRuby I. a!
Plans are underway to have Miss Cyn- ior PRATE
Chick Hill, Blackcap, Big Hill, Bald cause:
Cub Reporters
Keep off the grass.
thia Wesson, whip is one of the champion
They are imitating the Dickens impt.-rEdward C. Pelson 'Al. Stephen H. Colby 'Al.
Mountain.
j.14
55..men archers of the country, and also 1)ress:
kiligaoil I tar%cy .111, I.. 11.11 Ira la:10,CH
sonations
of Mr. Speaight, or
SI
s.ril 1..1111:s ...ICI.
president of the National Hockey associFreshman caps or toques shall be worn
They
have
a bad cold and can't breathe
The Delta Tau Delta fraternity held
ation, come to the University a few days except:
Subscriptions, MAIO per year
through
their
noses, or
The
followpast
week.
its initiation this
Enteied as second class matter at the posi- this spring to give lectures and demonI. Sundays and campus holiday's.
They don't know any better.
*dice, Orono, Maine.
ing men were made members: Harrison
* * * * * *
Miss NVesson will also intro2. At formal dances and house parties.
Printed by the University Press, Orono, stratiinis.
G. Bourne, Jr., Stephen H. Colby, John
Malec
duce the game golf-archery. This is a
3. When out for athletics with athIf all the students who sleep in clas,
Gordon Fraser, Russell Vernard Lathrop,
game used %cry much on the Pacific Coast
letic suit in plain sight.
Hutchinson Lewis, Kenneth T. Monday mornings were laid end to end
Arthur
Intra-Mural Basketball
for recreation and is played on a field
Freshmen must wear:
Merrill, Willis Millington, George A. in the Gym they would:
Intra-mural basketball will soon end similar to a golf links. A target corresI. Coats at all times except at athReach around the track six times, and
Ramsdell, William F. Shea, Archibald
letics or P. T.
one of its most successful seasons, if nut ponds to the holes and the point is to see
Be a lot more comfortable.
V. Smith and William P. Walklvy. The
* * * * * *
2. May wear sweaters with numerals :
the most successful season of its existence. how many shots are required to cover a
Portland Alumni Association was reprecertain distance. This game will be tried
Wednesday only.
every
A
lot
of
those
who registered for Co the
arranged,
well
was
The schedule
sented at the initiation banquet by Mr.
out as Sol in as the weather is permissabk.
Freshmen shall not wear:
Education
seem
to
be taking excessi‘e
Frank
Snell
and
Mr.
Warren
Harmon.
games were conducted according to stanFaery year there are national archery
1. Kid gloves, bow ties, sweaters,
cuts already. Opportunity to make up
dard rules and by competent officials. The matches held in New Hampshire or Masknickers, prep or high school insigOn Saturday. 1k-b. 19, Chi Omega in- these cuts will be afforded when Sprilea
intra-mural athletic association is to be sachusetts, open to both men and women.
nia, hats (note above), sport jackitiated the following girls: Edda Bailey, arrives.
This year's champion is a school girl of
* * * * * *
ets or sport wear of any kind as
congratulated.
Wiseasset ;
Beasley, ()Id Town;
sailor paints, balloons (20 inches
The
Phi
Kappa Sigs must have been
The trophy., a large silver basketball Newton Center, Mass. It is hoped that
Lois Burr, I ffil Town; Winona Flint, East
(cry soon the University of Maine will
or over) and fur coats.
d..ing
some
heavy mute work Friday line,
object
that
iiirant ; Pauline I'all, Kennebunk ; I Mein
mounted on a silver base, i san
be sending competitors to this meet, and Nliscellaneous:
when they left their flags out all nite.
MacLaughlin,
Brewer
;
Zelda
MacKenzie,
would add impetus to any sport and the that archery, instead of being a sport
The campus extends front Sigma Phi
* * * * * *
Lincoln ; Edna Rackliff, Sebago Lake.
organization winning it call be justly proud which few are familiar with, will be one Sigma to the Orono bridge.
The
Mu Deltas had a ritzy built r
..i the maj.w sports, ranking with tennis,
All rules are in force in Orono except
to has e it grace its mantlepiece.
The Phi Mu sorority held its annual all last week to announce all callers iii:-!
Intra-mural track and field events have hockey and basketball. The girls receiv- the one concerned with smoking.
Initiation Banquet Saturday evening, Feb- a uniformed sentinel in full pack patroll(.I
ing "M's- for archery last year were
Permission 111:1). be obtained front the
the grounds alai guarded the Pi
already started. Judging by the enthusiI Aura Scribon '28 and Phyllis Delleck Seni.ir Skulls in writing to accompany a ruary 19. at the Pen.ffiscut Valley Country with his life.
Club.
Miss
Priscilla
Conant was the
astu with which the committee is starting , 0.
lady on special occasions.
* * * * * *
niastinistress. Several alumnae attended,
the season, it shall also end successfully. ;
A freshman may be seen with a lady •
A
certain
division of a Spanish class
among whom were Misses Marion and
when accompanied by a senior provided
l'raise for intra-mural athletics canti..1
last
week
thought
that the Instructor was
there be no other lady present, that is, it Dorothea Buzzell, Arline and Ada Wray, not feeling well and his conscientiousness
be too loud. On a purely amateur
Ruth Coombs, Bee Palmer Libby, Betty
must be a threesome not a foursome.
prevented hint from giving them a cut, so
they provide recreation and amusemmil
If sweaters are worn they must be cov- Chase, Rachel Iluddilston, Gladys Mer- they very gallantly gave him one. The
1,1
rill, Frances Perry, Ruth Stevenson, Marfor the majority. Were it not for th5
ered at all times except as provided for
jorie Willey, Mrs. Bowden, Mrs. Reid, said Instructor was pleasantly surprised
Girls Are Exceptionally
gate receipts and the building up of schoi.
;mineral men.
when he came to class and found no class.
spirit, one could almost say that intra
Successful
Freshman caps shall be worn straight Violet Po miter and Ililda Desmond.
* * * * * *
The Phi Mu initiates are: Phyllis Deon the head.
mural spurts mere of more benefit than
The Balentine house party was a wow.
Beck, Franklin; Isabel O'Connor. BanThe University of Maine Rifle Team
All the favored were there, the girls went
5arsity sports.
gor;
Dorothy
Culley,
Bangor;
garbara
has tired to date, eleven matches, of which
As long as these distinctly amateur
Johnson, Bangor; Frances White, Ban- over large, the chaperones went to sleep
they have won four and lost seven. They
and a good time was had by all.
gor
; Doris LaPointe, Orono.
spurts flourish we can rejoice for it shows have defeated: NVorcester, Conn. Aggies,
SI
that our athletic program does not over- I hands.in.
--MThe winter meeting of the 4-11 Club
They have lost to: C. C. of N. Y., Michemphasize any one sport, in spite of t ur
Dr. William H. Eyster of the Univerwas held February 15 with Hope Craig
igan.
Penn.
State,
Rutgers,
Culder,
Nesity of Maine Biology department has
champi.mship football teams. Cranks and
and Virginia Smith, hostesses. The probraska, North Dakota.
been selected for the chair of Botany at
anti-c5ery thing's are fond of accusing
The rifle range in the Indoor Field, is Bucknell for next year, it has been an- gram was in charge of Neil Bishop and
victori.ms teams ot being overemphasized. one (ii the hest equipped in the country.
consisted of musical selections by Ermond
nounced by Dr. Emory Hunt, president.
1 Matti'
al the questt a i Resolved:
It has 50 and 75 foot ranges. There are Under the present plan, Dr. Eyster will Lewis at the piano, Wendell Mosher, manThat the Voilstead Act should be modified
dolin,
and
reading
by
the
Prochairman.
four targets, and these targets are on assume charge of the work in Botany at
to legalize the manufacture and sale of
trolleys so that firing is never interrupted. Bucknell at the opening of the fall se- fessor George E. Sinmions was the
light
beers and wines, the University of
speaker
of
the evening. Ile emphasized
The varsity team uses the range Mon- mester.
Maine won by a decision of 2 to 1 from
the
need
of
all
college
people
to
be
leaders
day, NVednesday, and Friday afternoons,
Dr. Eyster was graduated from Buckthe team of George 1Vashington Univer—M-the freshmen team uses it on Tuesday and nell with the class of 1904. Ile taught for in their communities when they go back
sity.
The debate was held in the chapel,
home.
t rank speaight who is considered the l'hursday a fternot ms, and the freshman several years at Mont
Alto Academy, and
Monday,
February 21. with Nlaine upThe
following
officers
were
greatest 111, ing Dickens impersonator read class in Rifle Marksmanship uses the range in 1918 went to Cornell, where he
elected for
later
h.dding
the
negative side. The deb:lows
the coming year:
from the Pickwick papers last Thursday Ii e mornings a week.
received the degree of Doctor of Philwere
Robert
Scott '28, William Reed '28
and his readings were enjoyed by one of
omar Gibbs '28
The tiring members in the order of osophy-. The next lour years Dr. Eyster President
and
Arthur
Kelly
'28. The opposing team
Vicc-itre,•idt•tlt
the largest audiences that the chapel has their standing for letters (NMI-) at pres- was
Neil Bishop '28
assistant professor of Biotany at the
was composed of W. A. McSwain. W. F.
Sec'y-Treas.
seen i..r mime time: e‘uliPosed not only c.it are:
Barbara
Pierce
'28
University- of Missouri, and since 1924
Ic'Williams.in and J. T. Tremble.
of students but oi residents of thono, Old
Cutting. C. A.; Rose, George; Baston, professor of Botany at Maine. For sev- Chairman of Spring Meeting
in
the
of
chairman
the
was
Toss n and 1%1:Igor, as well. Mr. Speaight W. M.; Winch, E. C.; Kelso,
Mary Weimer '29
E. G.; eral years Dr. Eyster has been making a
es tiling, and the judges were Judge A. ;.
read the scenes leading up to thy trial
M.: IllacksIone, E. A.; Davis. special study of corn and its food value,
Avcrill and Principal E. B. Williams of
scene. His rendering of the trial scene "Ick ".Shirley. X is ; Buckminster. P. and he expects to carry on his work on a
Ohl
Town and Mr. II. L. Bryant, coach
V4.a• tqle to the most enp.y able parts of
II.; I abby. C. R. Wooster, J.
larger scale a ittr c.inc ti Bucknell.
of debating at Bangor High School.
the es citing and his change from witness
-MThe debate was broadcast and gave the
to judge by one slight action or change of
Under the efficient c.iaching of Sergeant
patrons
of WGBX another chalice to
Si ice was most amusing.
ogils ie. tlw
rifle team is shot\
In closing Mr. Speaight asked to speak much improvement.
The Phi Kappa Sigma Initiation Ban- hear a fine evening's program.
Maine may well feel proud of a team
a toy 55ords iii behalt of the classics.
quet was without ice cream last Saturday
The results of the matches to date are
that
is able to win from this college as it
NIr. Stwaight recommended reading the
night. When the steward went to get it
--m—
as follows: George Washington Univ. aotA,
that sse abStiCilate With all our great
inim the snow in the rear there was only has been chosen to send a team to tour
Fencing is very liable to die out, accordMaine 408; C4.11ege of Washington, game
men of letters, namely, l'ilgrim's Proga trail which led to the road by a rounda- Europe this coming summer. Eighteen
ing to Major Glover, who instructs the
in the preliminary deleites in various
ress. Robinson t rusoe and the Bible. 1k cancelled because Washington's indoor
bout way.
classes. Quite a lot of interest was shown
men
are trying out for this trip by being
then tecommendell that we read the clas- Izallery is still in the process of being
This recent raid recalls the depredathe first part of the year and good sized
built.
parts of the country. The men um this
sics, and then it we must read modern
classes resulted. Interest waned, however, tions of the last two years. It became trip will debate also at Colby and Bates.
Cincinnati
497,
Maine
49o;
West
Virbooks. wait. 11 alt until they are three
reci(gniZeil uKTIIII-1.111.X at the ii,irmitory
;mil the (-lasses became steadily smaller.
visitors had
stars old. Those that sur5 is e this test ginia Univ. 48O, Nlaine 490; Nevada 492.
and some of the fraternity 11.41‘a2S tit go It was kit that while the
Se5eral
professed
their
desire
to
continue
'
Maine
497.
have so muth
finer
not
they
did
St ill probably be worth reading.
delivery
ith,,ttl the usual roren delicacy on Situ material ni prove their point, nor did
The match this week is with Cornell the subject but were prevented by num- 119..
NIr. Speaight impressed his audience
er the raidet st ere they
erous
conflicts.
Only
a
few
attending
arc
they
l ii i5v a definite plan of pr/ wee
with a sincere desire to show them the I'niversity.
were skill fill en,nich to a vu,id detection
The average score for each girl is now class at the present time. Major Glover and the
whereby the co inntry would be benefited
characters as Dickens knew them, and to
missing ice cream has become
says that he will have to cancel it unless
by such it legislation.
bring to all an appreciation of Dickens' 09.3:4 out of a possible 100.
new interest is aroused and made mani- 1,111. ii the Ini5 ti sity 's tin steries.
SI
on March 18 the Maine team has a
work.
On Friday evening. February 18. the fest.
dual debate with Colby and the following
N‘ink fencing is not considered imp,
girls of Balentine hall gave a dance in the
week a trip has been arranged with COI
tatit by American students. it is really degymnasium.
leers
near Boston. The president of BosS. F. A. Banquet tickets may be
The ball was decorated with red hearts sirable in an institution where a military
ton University has forbidden his students
bought at the Bookstore not later and
Ii. debate on the affirmative side of the
streamers and the dance orders were unit is maintained. One of the most important reasons is that it is desirable, or
than Friday noon at twelve o'clock. heart-shaped carrying out the idea of
above question so the debate with that
Valat least recommended, for students in adThe banquet starts at 8:30. Special ertine's Day.
college will probably be on the war debts
- - 51- —
vanced military to have a good knowledge
The
Maine
cars will be provided to bring the The dance committee consisted of FranGlee Club was the first num- question.
•.i swordsmanship.
ber
on
the
SI
program
of the inidnight show
ces
Fuller mho had charge of getting the
crowd back to the campus. AnySI
given
FRATERNITY 1101.7 SE
under
.5
tii
Iv.votn
ix
the
I
direction
of
webestra
and
the
Bangor
dance
orders, Amy Adams,
one connected with the University
Waiter : How did you find your meat, Chamber
"Is this dance formal, or can I wear
of Commerce. The seelctions
&ow:dims, Ruth Ilitchings. chaperones
may attend.
given
my
were
own clothes?"—Carviegie Purpet.
and Lillian Scott, refreshments.
"Shadowland," "Mr. BoogaDiner: Oh, I just turned my potato
man,"
'Medley." and "The Stem Song,"
The chaperones were Mrs. Delia Bird over and there it was!—It'et Hen.
"What is this?" asked the professor
by the large aixlience. The next activity
Dumb: Which is the most important, Sullivan, Mrs. Grace A. Neely, Dean
in
zoology, pointing to the picture of it
a man's wife or his trousers?
t'arldine Colvin and Professor and Mrs.
Tillie: What would you call a man and all of them were favorably received
zebra.
Dumber: Vell, a man is privileged to Pollard. The Island City Five furnished who hid behind a
of the Glee Club takes it upon a northern
woman's skirts?
Enterprising Fresh: A horse in a bath
be on the street without his wife.—Lug. music. .1bout fifty couples were present.
*ink: A magician.--.4teguan.
invasion sometime in the spring.
ing suit.—Risors.
Maine.
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RIFLE TEAMS
GOING STRONG

DR. EYSTER GOES
TO BUCKNELL

Debaters Win From
George Washington U.

DICKENS IMPERSONATOR
READ LAST THURSDAY

si

FENCING CLASS MAY
BE CANCELLED

ICE CREAM BANDITS
RAID PHI KAPPA SIGMA

Glee Club Appeared
At Bangor Chamber
Of Commerce's Show
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THE
pants have been influenced by tile M.
This is especially true of the co-eds.
cannot refrain from observing, however,
it
that while the field in front of Balenta.
• • • Ihe Campus":
Winter
Carnivals
made an excellent, stadium, the Hall itsvii
of
season
this
•
itig Sports, it seems advisable that made too good an amphitheater. Again,
rtake the consideration of Winter why not a crowd at a winter sports meet
both specialized and non-special- as well as at a football game?
Al the sponsoring of them on our a When a latge percent of the student
,..•,:pus, with a view to their improve- body, men and women from all the houses,
lent in coming seasons. The "special- come out and make of themselves a strong
:eat" v. inter sports to which I refer are Outing Club it is natural to expect that
,f the Winter Carnival, sponsored the individuals who are interested in either
tie Intra-Mural Association. The the competition in winter sports, "specialtion-specialized" winter sports are those ized," or in the fun of Outing, "non-specthe Maine Outing Club. According to ialized," or in both, will then be found
within that club. We need all such perinv understanding, the function of the
sons,
and with them the Outing Club of
Association
is
to
look
after
Intl-A -Mural
the future will be much stronger and more
activiintra-mural
organized
••.'rious
the
interesting than at present.
ties. e -pecially athletics.
If then the staging of the Winter
The Winter Carnival is a high spot in
a inter sports, but our winter outing , Carnival be made a function of such an
actidt:es neither begin nor end with that outing club, cooperating with the Intraweek of festivities, at least they need not Mural, if necessary, as suggested before,
should not. If they do, it is usually both large competition and an interested
is:cause of a withdrawal of interest when audience will be provided automatically.
The carnival committee, when a part
the competition is past.
Because of the very informal, or as I of the Intra-Mural Association, is not a
have said, non-specialized nature of win- part of an organization with a memberter sports, an outing club should be the ship capable of lending it active support.
•ne to sponsor them, and since the Carni- Within a strong, active outing club, the
,al is but an episode in the winter season's reverse would be true.
Activities, the same club should have an
Furthermore, that committee is at presimportant part in the staging of it. It ent an instrument of which the majority
•s the thesis of these remarks then, that of students know little, and with which
..he Winter Carnival should be a function they never meet as a body. On the other
•i the Outing Club, provided, however, hand, • the Carnival Committee of that
that cooperation with the Intra-Mural As- Outing Club would be something more
s.iation be had where competition in- concrete and approachable in the eyes of
interests.
the Club and the student body.
ulves
I shall now show further why this apTherefore I believe that if all men who
pears to be the better policy and why the work for the success of the Carnival
conditions seem favorable for its adop- were doing so within an organization
tion.
which makes winter sports its specialty,
The universally increasing activity of their efforts would net bigger results.
men and women in winter sports is not- Participation and support by competitors
iceable on the campus. The founding of and spectatot s would be spontaneous and
the Maine Outing Club last winter was natural.
an expression of this. Use of skis and
Very truly yours,
snowshoes here during the past four years
George W. C. Turner
'as doubled, yet there has not been a corPresident Maine Outing Club
responding increase in the number of comIL
petitors or spectators at our Winter Car- Editor,
•:ivals. I mention spectators, for their
The Maine Campus.
10-est:nee contributes to the fun of the ocNty dear Mr. Editor:
casion quite as much as does that of the
I wish to correct the distinctly erroncompetitors. Leaving out considerations
eous impression conveyed by the heading
weather, that "flatness" or lack of enof your article in last week's Campus enallusiasm, of which we are more or less
titled EDUCATION MAJORS TO GET
amscious, has been due in part to indifPRACTICE. As a matter of fact this
ference of the student body and in part
work is not primarily for Education maaa the fatigued condition in which "midjors at all, as would seem to be quite clear
ears" leave us. This suggests that, in
from the content of the article. It is for
the iornier case we need a live and active
any and all departments on the campus.
organization to enthuse and condition us
for the occasion, and in the second case 1Vhen calls come for substitute teachers
the event should be so placed in our cal•.iidar as to find us in the best frame of
.aind and physical condition. Witness,
Bates Carnival was held only last
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The present function of the M. 0. C. is
to stimulate interest in and to provide facilities for hiking, camping, snowshoeing,
skiing, and canoeing. Every week some
feature, such as a bonfire snowshoe paray or an overnight hike is providing real
Tirt and recreation to its members, which
•,ow number nearly one hundred. Inci!entally one develops proficiency, during
!:iese tramps, in the use of skiis and snowshoe., 'This stands him in good stead
when the Carnival comes along. These
actiities. when indulged in by a large
nuinher, are the basic preparation for the
"tact-,••f such an event. For an exampit' • success, the Bates Outing Club
,, • • their Winter Carnival, and their
a•Atl. • 1 the meet.
A
La. percentage of Carnival partici-
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Professor Pipe's popui„1
illustrated lecture

the choice of students to fill such calls is
naturally first determined by the subjects
required to be taught. The major instructors of these departments arc always
ciinsulted. Thiuse students who have gone
out so far this )ear to fill temporary vacancies, and whose names appeared in
your last issue, have happened to be maji•rs in History, French, latin and English, respectively.
Respectfully yours,
0. S. Lutes.

It is tight, flexible, easily made and noncorrodible—there are no bolts to rust out
—it makes changes of alignment or insertion of special fittings a simple matter—it
can be taken apart and the pipe used over
again, without any injury—it is not subject
to damage in transit—in fact, it embodies
practically all of the desirable qualities in
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You can learn far more about TOBACCO
from old Prof. Pipe, than you'll get by
studying every treatise ever written on it.
For Prof. Pipe is the world's most eminent
authority on the subject... He knows
tobacco from plant to pipe!
Experiments with every known species
have convinced the Prof. that the one
perfect pipe tobacco is Granger Rough
Cut.. . He points out reasons for this
conclusion:(c) the Granger-grade Burley,
the choicest tobacco grown;(R)the Re-discovery of Wellman's mellowing method;
and(c)the Cut of the large slow-burning
flakes...
Prof. Pipe proves Granger, by practical
demonstration—shows how it acts under
fire... You never saw tobacco burn so
slow,never tasted such cool, mild mellowness! The first pipeful is a liberal education!
Youll put your q. E. n. and capital 0. R. on
G. R.C.. . and all your pipe problems will
be solved. . . forever!
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its spirit that has not walked under its
elms and firs, in spring, fall, and winter?
Who can hold back that wistful little tear,
when coming back for Commencement, he
first catches sight of Fernald's ivy-covered walls, or the belfry on Wingate, the
melody of whose bell grows sweeter with
the passing years? To many, June alstas brings back the memory of bygone
.sears, %% lieu youth and opportunity stood
hand in hand on University Oval and bade
farewell to pleasant days and friendships.
This is sentiment, Maine, and college!
Maine will never fail so long as such
sentiments ,remain visible, or so long as
the sons of Maine seek life within its

reach ot any Maine alumnus, they might
more readils: admit s.ole of its truth, since
undergraduates, as a rule, do not like to
admit the possession of any sentiment
about their make-up, and truthfully so,
as they are in no position to appreciate
its full worth until the campus is no longer theirs. In the past few years there has
been a tendency to hide individual laziness
under the mantle oi decaying college spirit, and Maine has been no exception to
this. There are some in every university
and college to whom their college work
and Alma Mater mean nothing more than
a more highly developed high school.
These, fortunately, are in the minority.
To others, and these we pity also, it means
nothing more than text-books, laboratories, lectures, and the Dean's List. To
the decreasing (?) majority it MeallS
something that can be hardly confined to
mere descriptive words or phrases. It is
something like life; stern, courageous,
loving, and noble. Sentimental, all this?
Yes, of course. All American colleges are
extremely sentimental, and their value lies

Percy Nlarks, in that exceptionally en1 ig itei Ling hiouk -Which \Vay Parnassus?"
states: "A college isn't only a collection
It I•nildings, a board of trustees, a president, a dean, a faculty, and a student
1••si it is more, much more, and among
k.ther things it is a creator of a sentiment
walls.
that is very precious. To ignore that
Sigma Nu fraternity held its initiation
sentiment is to ignore the soul of the colThursday evening, eleven pledges becomlege." This sentiment is sometimes called
ing Sigma Nus. The initiates were: Lyspirit, tradition, Alma Mater, and wItat
man Abbott ; Lester Chilman; Howard
not. That it exists is an undeniable fact,
Donald ; I larold Ilarding ; Kingdon Harregardless how materialistic the present
vey ; Edmund Kimball ; Vinton Savage;
Russell Scribner; Wilson Seavey ; Chescollege generation wishes to classify itter Smith ; and Asa Wasgatt. After the
self. Much has been said about college
ceremony a banquet was held at which
Spirit and its evolution into present day
"Bennie" Kent, chapter adviser, and G.
manifestations. It has even been broadly wholly within such precepts.
If. Atwood, of Bangor, were the princihinted that such a thing no longer exists.
Who can talk wisely about Maine and pal speakers.
Colleges of neday have been commercialized, curriculums more hurried, complex,
awl less thorough; more on the plan of
business and trade schools. Educators are
now debating whether a college aims to
teach the art of living or in making a living. If we are to believe that colleges, as
generally interpreted, hase become a thing
of the past, then, in truth, we must bow
to the decisions of the alarmists, and make
the best of what we have. But it is difficul to accept such radicalism, without first
making a th4wough and truthful analysis.
perchance. these lines cilme within the
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&XI Lucas, E. V. The open road.
Juniors: Helen F. Bemumer, Bangor; AdI
L962
OOutS
die M. Brown, Seawall; Louis Cohen,
Miller, Olive T. With the birds in
5982
Collins,
Swampscott, Mass.; Elizabeth M.
-Maine.
M676
Bangor; Elwood H. Gartley, Houlton;
The following Dean's List is effectiye
Miller, Warren II. Camp craft,
7%
Ililda F. Ginsberg, Old Town; Carroll W.
modern practice and equipment.
from Feb. 7 to Mar. 25, inclusive. AbMol
Machias; Ernest H. Legere;
At the request of the Maine Outing
Johnson,
previous
sences taken after Mar. 25 and
1915.
Bangor; Elisabeth A. McGarrigle, Ban- Club, Mr. ‘Valkley has compiled a list of
to the posting of the new list revised by
797 Pinkerton, R. E. The canoe. 1914.
gor;
Mary A. McGuire, Stonington; For- books pertaining to camping, mountain
the mid-semester grades are taken at the
P65
rest W. Meader, Albion; Harold A. Me- climbing, and other open air pursuits.
Skiing. 1924.
student's own risk.
in the stacks 7% Poulsen, Ornuli.
found
Murphy,
be
may
C.
books
Vanceboro;
Frederick
deiros,
These
Tia.lisouxtv
P85
Osgood, Orono; of the library by reference to the numSophomores: John B. Ames, Bridgton; Van .Buren; Carroll P.
Raeburn, Harold. Mountaineering
Mass.; Thel- bers appended. Other entertaining ar- 796
Haverhill,
Pedder,
G.
Laura
Mass.;
Malden,
Arthur R. Coggins,
art. 1920.
RI2
Town; Clara E. Saw- ticles fill the pages of the bound volumes
George L. Coltart, Brewer; Harold E. ma A. Perkins, Old
R. E. In New England
Robinson,
814.49
Searsport ; Marguerite J. Stanley, of such magazines as "Outing" and "The
Ellis, Augusta; Gerald C. Goudy, York yer,
18%.
woods.
&
fields
H. Ward, Hart- National Geographic," found in the base- R56
Village; Elmer C. Horton, Fall River, Berlin, N. H.; Elmer
in the
Watcher
D.
L.
Sharp,
814.49
Wooster, Rockport.
ment stacks. The camera fiend will find
Mass.; Abraham E. Ledder, Portland; land; Ilollis 11.
1903.
woods.
Sh24
Seniors: Amy B. Adams, Patten; M. here, too, worthy examples for emulation
Abram J. Libby, Bangor; Stanley 0. Mc917.41 Steele, 1'. S. Canoe and camera.
Aiken. Bangor; Edward M. Bay- when he is free to take his weapon in
Pauline
GardiMorse,
Cart, Eastport; Merton F.
Belinian, Bangor ; hand and venture forth into the wilds. St32
ner; Roderic C. O'Connor, Bangor; Har- ard. Orono; Mary B.
974.197 Thomas, E. E. In the north
E. Clark,
LIST OF BOOKS FOR THE Outing Club
old N. Powell, Orono; George W. Raye, Grace Bridges, Orono; Anna
woods of Maine. 1923.
T362
Essays.
Cogswell, Old 814.41 Burroughs, John.
Eastport; Archibald V. Smith, Steuben; Bangor ; Lawrence P.
Thoreau,
II. D. Camping in the
818.31
Couillard, Bangor ;
woods. 1909.
Gordon Smith, Bangor; Carleton D. Town; Blandena C.
Maine
T391c
Marion A. Farrington, Brewer; Waldron 796 Dalton, Frank E. Swimming scienStaples, Eliot.
818.31 Thoreau, II. 1). Excursions.
L. Friedtifically taught. 1912.
Juniors: George R. Chappell, Saco; E. Fernald, E. Boothbay; Hilda
Gushee, Apple- 1)17
Linwood S. Cotton, Cumberland Mills; man, Bangor; Florence S.
814.49 VanDyke, Henry. Little Rivers.
Bangor; Flor- 796 Dier, J. C. Ed. A book of winter
Johnson,
Margaret
E.
ton;
Waldo W. Hill, Biddeford; Arthur J.
1895.
V28
M. Kurson,
sports. 1912.
Kelley, Jonesport; Philip ii. Trickey, ence M. Kirk, Bangor; Sylvia
Walton, Izaak. Complete Angler.
799
Lord,
Kezar
E.
Marion
D56
Bar Harbor;
Bangor.
1887.
W17
Bangor; Mar- 917.41 Emerson, Walter. Latchstring.
Seniors: Nlilton 11. Clapp, Bangor; Falls; Donald F. McGary,
Theodore. Life in the
NVinthrop,
818.49
Brewer; Howard S. Em351
Henry G. Howard, South Paris; Seidel' lin V. MacLaughlin,
1919.
Streamcrait.
Matthews,
P.
air.
Annette
S.
Holden,
G.
open
799
W73
J. Pearce, Hallowell; Charles A. Shaer, McPhee, Bath;
Peabody, 1171
7% Young, F. W. Mountain craft.
Rockland; Louie 11. Smith, V inalhaven; I lanqxlen Highlands; Clara W.
Dor- 824.89 Jefferies, R. The open air.
Raymond E. Tobey, Kittery Point; Paul Portland; Ada V. Peters, Bangor;
1920.
Y86
ale; Iva S. War- J353
Springy
Taylor,
othy
Q.
Wuraitic,
Joseph
Bangor;
Walston,
E.
ing, Orono; Daphne M. Winslow, Rock- 796 Jessup, Elon. Snow and ice sports.
Portland.
Saturday afternoon nineteen members
Serena Wthod, Bang' r.
land;
1923.
J49
Cota.r.GE OF AGRICCLTURE
of the Maine Outing Club, chaperoned by
FRESH M AN DEAN'S LIST
SopliomoreS: Rutillus II. Allen, North
5982 Knight, 0. S. Birds of Maine.
Miss Green, snowshoed to the Chemo
Charles K. Arey, South Portland;
Jay ; Robert F. Chandler, New GloucesCamp and spent the night. The provisions
K746
Gamage, Litchfield; Ly- James P. Ashworth, Orono; Edna M.
ter ; ernon
hauled on a toboggan by two -CanadianWiscasset; Doris L. Beasley, Old 818.5 1.indsay, Vachel. Adventures while
Clifford G. McFryeburg;
hian S. Gray,
trailer" freshmen, arrived at an opporpreaching the gospel of beauty.
luixe, Perham; Byron W. McPheters, Town; James F. Booker, Gardiner ; Dor- 11)4
time time. and a supper of beans, rice
Robert
Cutts,
Bangor;
othy
Olney,
M.
1916.
i.;or; Delbert L. Moody, Waldoboru;
pudding, bread, and coffee was eagerly dei'arsons, South Paris; Myrtle M. Kittery Point ; Howard F. Donald, Uxvoured
by the disreputable-looking crew.
bridge, Mass.; Albert S. Gates, Jr., Havr, Wiscasset.
Ryan, After sufficient time had elapsed for
a.t.ors : Ginord B. Adams, Buothbay erhill. Mass.; Edward A. Herrick, R. Mayers, Hallowell; Timothy J.
rectoyery from this 111C1111, the party adCamden;
Methuen,
Mass.
Hooper,
Charles
E.
Charleston;
RusBridgton;
..
; ere.1 C. Ames,
journed
to the forest living-room, where
Sc
MOM
COURSE
Jenny
R.
Belfast;
Donalson
E.
Horne,
. ..o. La.ley, Waterville; Neil S. Bishbonfire, song., and a snow-tight
huge
a
Andrews,
1.isbm
Inman,
James
F.
11.
irono;
I
larold
Ilutchinson,
., , ..oy.do.nhain; Allen W. Goodspeed,
Moat6air, N. J.; Katherine W. ()nn); Fred L. Lamoreau, Presque Isle;
Larchar, CA(1 Town; Ardron B. Lewis, Frank W. McCann, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.;
Springfield; Delmar B. Lovejoy, Mexico; Lloyd McCollum, 'West Jonesport; Ilelen
MacLaughlin, Brewer; Davis S. Marr,
James C. MacDonald, Newton, N. J.;
Emma E Thompson, Bangor; Andrew Nlillinocket; Elizabeth A. Mason, Bethel;
B. Welch, Bradley; Eldwin A. Wixson, Rachel Matthews, Ilampden Highlands;
Rebecca Matthews, Hampden Highlands;
Waterville.
Seniors: Vosu L. Armstrong, Vance- I tarry R. Mayers, Hallowell; Richard T.
bywo ; Thomas L. Dickson, Mexico; Munce, Bangor; Timothy J. Ryan, MethGeorge F. Dow, Wayne; Elroy II. Gross, uen, Mass.; Edward Stern, Bangor; Lee
Waldoboro; Frederick S. Harris, Milo; F. Wescott, Sebago Lake.
FIRST YEAR SPECIALS
Marada L. Johnson, Pittsfield; Elmer G.
Clough, Bangor; Herbert M.
Ruth
i
T.
Kelso, Bar Mills; Ruth Leman, Liberty ;
Carlton II. Lewis, Old Orchard; Mar- Wtorthley, Bangor.
SCHOM COURSE
guerite E. McQuaide, Bangor; Norman
Lisbon Falls.
Andrews,
James
E.
Meserye, Gorham, N. 11.; Albert D.
Following is a list of first year students
Nutting, Oxford; Edith H. O'Connor,
Bangor; Lynda!' K. Parker, Auburn; who received all A or B grades for the
William Parsons, South Berwick; Joseph Fall Semester 1926:
Doris L. Beasley, Old Town; Howard
B. Pike, Bridgton; Margaret M. Preble,
Brewer; Ralph J. S wilt,
Thomaston; F. Donald, Uxbridge. Mass.; Jenny R.
lhenry 0. Trask, Mechanic Falls; George Hutchinson, Orono; Harold II. Inman,
W. C. Turner, Hartford, Comm.; Henry Orono; I lelen A. NlacLaughlin, Brewer ;
C. waido. Randolph Center, Vt.; Alex- Elizabeth A. Mason, Bethel; Rachel Matander F. Waldron, Kittery Point; Eugene thews, I la:mitten Ilighlands; Rebecca
C. Winch, Bangor.
NI.ottheyy.,I tomptlen I Iighlaim,ts I larry
School Course: Leigh C. Halsted, Camden; Leo M. Staples, South Penobscot.
Cot.w.r. OF ARTS AN I' StII.ACES
Sophomores: Jessie E. Ashworth, Orono; Edward A. Blank, Lowell, Mass.;
Caroline E. Collins, Bangor; Barbara F.
Damm. Belfast; Edward C. Kelley . •
HO; Clayton T. Knox, South Kuno,:
Karl 1). Lamm, Bangor ; Israd ca. in_
)1t1 Orchard; Helen Moore, ireenville
Jct.; Nlaple I. Perciyal, Dexter ; Ramona
F. Poky, Berlin, N. 11.; Abraham I..
Rubin, Bangor; Pauline J. Seavey, Greenfield. Mass.; Celia E. Sheriff, Portland;
CO.
in stnokir-shop, bu)ing Lintels
Evelyn C. Staliord, liar Harbor ; Roger
C
11-11'1-n

rompiled
For Outing Club

The Deans' List

•

•

furnished entertainment. s
Following the return to camp came a
heated discussion as to who should "keep
the home fires burning" during the weary
watches. A card-party on a plank was
squelched by the sleepy contingent, and
soon the silence was punctuated only by
snores of infinite variety of key.
"The morning broke without a sun."
The fastidious ones, upon arising made
use of snow dentrifice and snow massage cream. One lazy gentleman, on account of a peevish demand for a bathtub,
was cast bodily into a snowbank, where
his arrow collar was sadly wrecked.
Bacon, coffee, bread and butter, cereal,
and chicken soup supplied a "light" breakfast. This was accompanied by demands
Irons the upper bunk for a Sunday paper.
About ten A.M. began the return trek
to civilization, with everyone, including
the chaperone, packing his own blankets.
The last lap, from the Country Club,
was lightened by the humane driver of a
seven passenger Packard who smilingly
cried: "Get right in, girls, packs and all,
and let the weaker sex walk!"
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PRISM PICTURES
Saturday, Feb. 26
Nlen's Rifle Club
Fencing Team
Men's Student Senate
Deutscher Verein
Sunday, Feb. 27
Sophomore Owls
Math Club
Musical Club
Xi Sigma Pi
Track Club

12:00
12:15
1:15
1:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
1:30
1:45

Difficulties are things that show what
men are.-Eticktus.
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Suits and Top-coats
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EXPFRIENCED smokers have proved it.
Discriminating tobacco lovers by the
million rediscover it each day and every
evening as the friendly Camels arc
lighted. There cimply ic no better cigarette made. The choicest Turkish and
Domestic tobaccos grown are bought for
Camels-and such blending for taste
and fragrance! Only the largest to.
bacco organization in the world could
produce a cigarette like Camel.
In terms of popularity, Camel quality
has reflected itself in the greatest pref.
erence ever given a cigarette. There

never was a tobacco word so famous,
or a cigarette so good. First in popularity, because the best-that is the story
of Camel, the biggest cigarette success
ever known.
If you want such smoking enjoyment
as you never hoped to find, just try
Camels. Smooth, fragrant and mellowy
mild, from the first touch of the flame
to the final puff, Camel will mean a
revelation to you of tobacco goodness.
For pleasure unalloyed, for the best
that's made regardless of price, "Have
d Cdtildr
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These are the days of record-breaking
riday, in the indoor field, they will lkingJt Library Extends Priv Lieges
•wap blows with Coach Cogan's crew of
stunts. Kids are dashing across Catalina
To Outsiders
Stephan, rg
Channel. Mothers are swimming the Engd from Page One)
•
specialists. M.C.I. is the school, and can
Greenlaw, 1g
boast of one of the fastest prep school t Last month the Bangor Public Library lish Channel. Golf scores are shaved down
36 Fuller, rf
0
...... 18
teams in the state. The following evening extended its privileges to out-of-town res- to 05. And the Prince of Wales has rid1Vhite, Sc
MAINE (22)
they will wind up this week's schedule of idents, charging only the nominal sum den a horse without being thrown.
F. T.P. Robinson, ri
G.
But the greatest stunt of all has been
games by pla)ing Mattanawcuok Acad$1.00 per year. Anyone connected with
7 Sawyer, 1g
1
3
emy here.
the University of Maine may take advan- Put oser in the tobacco field. A manuReferee: Wallace; Timekeepers: WebThe team is in good condition after their tage of this rate, which allows the bur- facturer has actually succeeded in making
9 ster, Fall; Scorers: Preble, Raynes.
1
4
trip last weekend and ought to make a rower to take two novels and a reason- a cigarette that hasn't a cough in a carTime, 4 tens.
good showing in the games scheduled.
able number of books of nun-fiction at load. Its as smooth as cream to the
the
3
55
one time. All except recent novels and throat....yet thrills like a soft kiss in
2
Coach Kenyon's hoop artists have a
books in great demand may be kept four moonlight.
short for OLD GOLD
1 very busy week ahead of them. With the
0.G.
w ea&
of the new cigarette. It's
name
2' sting of two defeats still fresh in their
the
the
that's
4
endowment,
Because of its large
from room to room
whispered
being
minds
Timer,
twice
they
are
than
out
to
more
the
Hunt.
avenge
spends
losses
l.ibrary
Scorer,
Bangor
.gers.
college to colfrat....from
of last week end.
as much as the University Library for from frat to
jour 10s.
as popular
now
are
0.6.'s
fact,
In
lege.
UniTuesday
night they journey to Bar
hooks and periodicals. Most of the
and
vacations
coats,
raccoon
banjos,
be
as
must
to
trip
Harbor
take
on
appropriation
day
the
I.ibrary
two
versity
lads.
The
a
seacoast
, varsity took
First
with
Freshman:
the
Whi.'s
fellow
spent for books connected with the work junior proms. And the slogan, "Not a
Durham last weekend. frosh team defeated Bar Harbor in the
the big pipe?
of the different teaching departments, sol Cough in a Carload," has become as fam-tay in the Forest City they first game of the season but both teams
Sec mil Mon ii : That must be the sophand
have
developed
since
then, and the game
that for current fiction and general read- I
l',.rtland Independents
omore smoker that we have been hearing ing the Bangor Library offers more than ous as, "So's Your OF Man."
in
a
all
by
be
probability
a
will
lost
close
one.
game
contested
k
You can smoke 0.4i.'s until one o'clock
we can afford to have here.
Thursday night the team will go to about.—Jack 0 Lantern.
27. It was a rather listless
tickle
Faculty members using the Bangor in the morning and not a throat
•,! side appearing to have an Bangor and take on the high school team. "I'm raising a mustache; what color
1-ibrary may choose between the dollar- will mar your extemporaneous dissertation
r. hinds appeared to be Bangor has lost only one game on their do you think it will be?"
a-year plan and a $3.00 deposit, which on religion, philosophy, old wines or royhome floor this year so this game promman for the Indies while
"Gray at the rate it's growing now."
gives the same privileges, and which is
ises to be hard fought also.
will linger
—Skiuntah returned at any time when the burrower al flushes. And no after-taste
•ch played the better game
three
smoked
you
to remind you that
wishes to turn in his (or her) card.
Hellas: And at the end of his letter he
The borrower may return by mail any packs that day.—Adv.
put a couple of X's. What does that hooks he has borrowed from Bangor,
mean?
"That's a new one on me," said the
thus saving a trip or a fine for overdue
Jealous: Simple girl, it means he's books.
monkey as he scratched his back.—Widow
double-crossing you.—.1rowart.

Season at University Stalford, c
Seavey, sc
Reaches its Height

C., Babb
Sc, Cununings
rg, Walker
1g, Dresko
ri, Hanson
se, Madison

•

SWIPES

•
ism own definition of a careful mar
is the one who drinks wood-alcohol out
of a sanitary. cup.—Gargoyle.

11:00
11:30
12:00
1:30
1 :45

Mr. Ford: Do you use tooth paste?
Mr. Fordson: Mercy, no; none of Inv
teeth are liaise.—Purple Cow.
know 1 was here?"
n wringing p.m- hands."
—If'hirlu'iul

114r1V did vtm

"I heard
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'Collegiate' Stationery
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can now e furnished in two wires and printed
in your College or Fraternity color.

)776-

LARGE SIZE
100 Sheets 74110%

NOTE SIZE
200 Sheets 617

Matinee Daily at 2.30

Nights,' Shows, Starting at 7.00 P.M.

Friday, Feb. 25
Colleen Moore in
"IT MUST BE LOVE"

Tuesday, Mardi 1
A Universal Special
"0111 BABY"

3%16
The intramural basketball season is 50 Envelopes 3'.,..z7ki 100 Envelopes
Sheets are printed in top 4-entry with name and
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The
close.
a
to
drawing
si 4. PORTLAND (33)
slowly
and address in 3 lines with or without college
Wednesday, March 2
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is high grade 24-1b. Bond. if seal
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The records ofthe Marshfield Cow Test.
G. A. King
•i 11,1 defeat at the hands of the
ing Assoctation take up the story here. -We tel the ti;;Lt teed Itherally," says Mr.
W.A. Mosher Co.
i •
•. staters. The game was not an
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The Late Deceased Bananas Has
Led an Eventful Life
,c ,ffinued from Page One)

FRATERNITIES MAY
BE ABOLISHED AT
rather
or
length,
probably. .sased by the
SYRACUSE SOON
shortness, of her chain.

MAINE

CAMPUS

Noted Speaker to Be Here
(Costiumeti from Page one)

—s-social relationships was such that six
years ago he began to be used in the conferences of the student Young Men's
itz
Associations and as a lecturer
Christian
Bananas once participated in a Shriner's
by
the
backed
fraternities,
at
leading
.k
blow
universities of the country.
•
in
the
blindfolded
was
initiation. The candidate
administration and supported by outside Since that time he has constantly been at
and honey liberally sprinkled on his bare
financial aid, which may result in their the service of these Associations, nut as a
feet. Our bear Was then released and
oil the Syracuse University • secretary, but as a special educational lecextinction
delicacy
the
immediately. made way with
vkas struck here this week.
campus,
• turer. lie has spoken in must of the
hero.
unwilling
the
of
discomfiture
to the
prominent universities and colleges in
as
they
groups
Declaring that fraternal
At the athletic games of the school she
section of the country.
every
are
present,
colleges
at
American
in
seemexist
dignified,
was usually very quiet and
medieval
of
a
remnant
and
a
of
antiquated
results
the last year Mr. ‘Vilsun has
the
During
about
doubt
lune
no
to
ing
her retainers' battles. She was tired after age of education, organization of a Stu- -turned his attention more particularly tu
one of the baseball games and Mrs. dent Union of seseral thousand members the educational bearings of this Christian
work. He is a master teacher, and his
Junkins brought her home in the car. is announced.
Ever since this Bananas has been a great
Thtee months of secret meetings be- • lung inside observation of college and unibeliever in the superiority of transporta- tween administrative authorities and rep- versity life has prepared him for a distion by automobile over mere walking.
resentative neutral students have preceded cerning and highly constructive analysis
The second winter of her reign she did this move. Fraternities and sororities are of present day education. His addresses
not sleep well and awoke in the spring with in an uproar over the impending danger cover a wide approach and are given as a
single unified series. Such topics as Crea worse temper than ever. One of her to their social status.
ative
Education, Constructive Christian
notorious journeys occurred this last
The chief aim ot the new organization
spring when Tommy Bates and Hammond is to give the neutral students the social Democracy, the Message of Science, the
took her to Bowdoin in lianuny's open life and other campus privileges now en- Approaching Spiritual Renaissance, are
air crawler. Lananas was not used to joyed only by members of the fraternal frequently given to student audiences. Mr.
open transportation and fussed quite a bit groups, who form approximately a third ‘Vilsolfs approach is vividly and powerfully presented. lie is unquestionably
with the boys before they got her home. of the entire student body.
constructive. In presenting great prob-1his last tall our queen was moody and
The Union's first concern is the establems he gets at the heart of the basic
oaild be JUVII pacing a kali circle in ifunt
lishment of a central building where coChristian message fur the solution in a
of her palatial residence. At the football
eds can gather between classes to study
powerful way. lie is not revivalistic or
gan,vs the crossd did nut go too near for
or lounge and chat without being disesangeiistic in the old and familiar
she had a habit of jumping and shaking
turbed by the male half of the student
sense, but is rather a great teacher apcoant which was very disconcerting.
group. This will fill a need that has been
proaching the subject philosophically and
resuess spirit continued and when
felt keenly by the administration.
educationally, yet with a dynamic force
%sa,ter ariL al Lammas did not sleep well,
Teniporary quarters will be rented or that carries powerful personal and group
.11.1 Mrs. Junions ssas continually taking
next and %satyr. Finally last Thurs-, purchased within the coming month and conviction to his hearers. Wherever J
'Loom ssas desperately ill and as eutfitted with rest rooms, study rooms Stitt Wilson has gone, students continue
suAabie doctor coted be found she was and an office for the Dean of ‘Vomen, Dr. to speak of hint in terms of the greatest
coialixttd, sse hope, to the Valhalla of Iva Peters.
appreciation. lie was considered to be
Eventually the Union plans to erect a the best speaker at the Northfield Conferf.eartione
Many thanks are due Mrs. Junkins for permanent building with two wings, one ence, and it was at that place that the
her care and iiiterest in the Queen. Also to house women's activities and another Maine delegation
secured his services.
thanks are due the Sophomore Owl Soci- for the men, which according to present
approximately
$1,500,000.
plans
will
cost
ety tor running the Tag days and other
The Basektball teams are playing out
affairs, sshich the student body supported
Fraternities and sororities are attacked their schedules.
as loyal subjects should. Mrs. Junkins . as being "throw-backs" to the Stone-Age,
suggested that if there is a Bananas VIII exerting a detrimental influence on the
perhaps a freshman could be secured to whole university and fostering the cliquecare for the potentate.
spirit of savages. Breeding of schism
and discontent within the student body is
Books on Maine's Past Reviewed laid at their door.
C.illinued I yarn Page One)
lowever, the chief interest of this new
organization seems to be that of providing
II is serious, and a good illustration of a well-rounded college life for every stutrue okllege spirit. In Lict it is all college dent in the university rather than just the
spiric. Part is the frothy., bubbling hur- few who belong to fraternities. Under
ray -tor-Maine. all on the surface sort, its guidance, participation in a certain
that breaks out in pranks and tricks; and number of social functions is assured each
part is a deep, sincere desire to gise one's student.
best for the college. Both sorts are needPlans for the Syracuse Union have
ed. Bolivar's children have both.
been drawn from those of the universities
Michigan awl Illinois. Officers will
S. F. A. Banquet tickets may be le drawn from the entire student body by
bought at the Bookstore not later a I .oserning Board of 12, and anyone enthan Friday noon at twelve o'clock. rolled ie the university is eligible for
The banquet starts at 8:30. Special membership.--Xere Student.

LEGISLATURE COMMI1TEE RELAY TEAMS LOSE
AT LEGION GAMES
INSPECTS UNIVERSITY
Last Friday a committee of ten men
from the State Legislature stopped at
the University for an inspection tour. The
object of their visit was to give the University, both in buildings, equipment and
instructors, a thorough going user before
the petition of funds fur maintenance oi
the University was removed from "the
table." on which it was placed prior to an
investigation.
The delegation ssas stay friendly and
seemed %cry much impressed with the exterior advancement of the University.
Chile they did nut commit themselves,
they seemed to favor the appropriation
asked fur by the Board of Trustees. The
appropriation expected is as follows: first
year,
$504,000 for maintenance, equipment and
repairs, $135,000 for buildings. Second
year, $529,000 for maintenance, equipment
and repairs, $50,000 for buildings.
The outcome of this petition is eagerly
awaited by everyone connected with the
University, and by the citizens of the
State. The student is interested because
it will affect lihn strongly, both in quality
of instruction and in quality and quantity
of essential equipment. The instructors
are anxious because the passing of this
bill nicans more equipment by means of
which they can put over their courses
more effectively.

Last Friday evefflug, both relay teams
representing the University of Maine at
the Portland Legion Games at Portland
were defeated.
The one mile relay team running three
hundred and ninety yards each were barely nosed out by the Bowdoin flyers. The
race was very close indeed. Niles, running lead off man for Maine, gained a
slight lead which was held by Thompson,
who ran second. Porter took the baton
from Thompson and led his man for the
first lap. On the second time around
there was a miniature collision on one of
the corners and Porter lost his balance
along with five yards. He gained his
equilibrium again, and made up three
yards of the loss. Captain Torrey, running anchor started off in a cloud of dust
and was about to pass his man, when he
stumbled and met with the same misfortune as Porter. Although he fought hard
all the way to the tape he was unable to
pass his man and Bowdoin won by a
fraction of a second.
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The second relay, a two mile affair,
was more of a runaway than anything
else. Bates led all the way gaining a lead
of a lap and a half over the Maine team.
\Vas the street car put off the track last
Friday nite caused by some wasteful student putting- pennies 011 the car track:'
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Brand New 1927 Models with reductions greater than ever
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cars will be provided to bring the
crowd back to the campus. Any—
one connected with the University
may attend.
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THE BOSTON
UNIVERSITY LAW
SCHOOL
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I r.i.ns students in principles of
the law and the technique of the
profession and prepares them for
active practice wherever the Englt,h system of law
prevails.
Course for LL.B., Cling for admission to the bar, requires three
school years.
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1.5 per year to needy college graduates.
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"It was the `big moment'of the show. And,
doggone it, I started to rough. If looks
could kill, I'd have been murdered by
fifty people around mc . . . That's N‘ hy
1 switched to OLD Gull) Cigarettes.
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"NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD"
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GLASSES FITTED
UNIVERSITY LUNCH
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